A comprehensive experimental investigation of exciton and biexciton recombination in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells is presented. Exciton and biexciton recombination times are found to be 16 and 55 ps, respectively. A method of determining the dynamics of the exciton temperature is developed. It is shown that both exciton and biexciton recombination processes increase the exciton temperature by an amount as high as ∼ 10 K. These processes impose a new restriction on the possibility of exciton Bose-Einstein condensation and make impossible its achievement in a system of direct excitons in GaAs quantum wells even for resonantly excited exciton gas.
INTRODUCTION
Excitons in semiconductors are a simple and very convenient analog of an atomic system. Like atoms, excitons can form molecules (biexcitons [1] ) and ions (trions [2] ). The Rydberg energy and Bohr radius of excitons are ∼ 10 meV and ∼ 10 nm as compared to ∼ 10 eV and ∼ 0.1 nm for atoms. This makes excitons more susceptible to external fields and allows one to implement in the laboratory conditions that are achievable only at extreme places of the Universe for atoms. Examples include the stabilization of the electron-hole liquid by a magnetic field [3] and spatial separation of electrons and holes by an electric field in quantum wells (QWs), which makes excitons indirect, suppressing the formation of exciton complexes and enhancing exciton radiative lifetime [4] [5] [6] .
The achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in a system of ultracold atoms two decades ago [7, 8] together with rapid progress in nanotechnology inspired the work which has led to the attainment of BEC in a system of spatially indirect excitons in QWs [9] [10] [11] and exciton polaritons in microcavities [12, 13] . Atomic BEC was achieved at temperatures of ∼ 10 −7 K, which comprises the main difficulty in the experiment. On the other hand, the BEC of excitons can be reached at temperatures of ∼ 1 K due to their much smaller effective mass compared to the atomic mass. Excitons inevitably interact with thermal reservoir, the lattice, through the emission and absorption of phonons, and exciton system cooling is accomplished via the lattice cooling. On the other hand, an atomic system can be left on its own in a magnetooptical trap without interaction with any thermal reservoir, and the temperature of such a system is decreased by laser and evaporative cooling techniques [14] . Similarly to atomic BEC, the achievement of exciton BEC suffers from inelastic exciton-exciton collisions leading to biexciton formation [1, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and even to collapse into electron-hole liquid [20] [21] [22] . The exciton system in direct gap semiconductors suffers also from radiative recombination. This is why exciton BEC was searched for indirect excitons with suppressed recombination and Coulomb attraction.
So far, it was believed that the main effect of exciton radiative recombination and biexciton formation on BEC is the decrease of exciton population which can be faster than thermalization of the system with the lattice [10] . In this case, it would be possible to attain BEC for resonant excitation of cold gas of direct excitons within an exciton population lifetime which is ∼ 0.5 ns in GaAs QWs. This lifetime and even exciton recombination time [23] are longer than exciton thermalization time [24, 25] . However, so far, only coherence mediated by the exciting laser was observed for exciton gas at low densities [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , and no signatures of spontaneous coherence were reported for direct excitons, to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we show that exciton and biexciton recombination leads to significant heating of the exciton system. This imposes a new restriction on the possibility of exciton BEC. In particular, recombination heating makes it impossible to achieve BEC in a system of direct excitons in GaAs QWs even for resonantly excited cold exciton gas.
First, we determine the exciton and biexciton recombination times in QWs. In previous studies, the exciton recombination time (radiative decay time of low-momenta radiative excitons) was extracted from the photoluminescence (PL) kinetics of resonantly created excitons using sophisticated models taking into account different scattering mechanisms [23, 33] . The exciton recombination time was also determined in four-wave mixing experiments [34] and calculated theoretically [35] . Here, by using exciton-resonant excitation with different polarizations and powers and also different temperatures, we clearly show contributions of different dephasing processes to the decay rate of the fast component in the PL kinetics and determine the exciton recombination time. The biexciton recombination time so far was determined only in four-wave mixing experiments [34] and calculated theoretically [36, 37] . In this study, we determine biexciton recombination time directly by observing the decay of biexciton PL and rise of exciton PL upon the resonant excitation of biexcitons.
Heating by exciton recombination (evaporative optical heating) was considered previously theoretically for free carriers [38] and indirect excitons [39] in QWs. However, to study this effect experimentally, one has to measure fairly small temperature changes. Here, we develop and ground a sensitive method to determine the exciton temperature dynamics based on the temperature dependence of the exciton population decay rate. We show both theoretically and experimentally that, for the considered system of direct excitons, the exciton temperature is higher than the lattice temperature by 4 K due to exciton recombination heating. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the formation of biexcitons followed by their recombination also contributes significantly to the heating of the system. With increasing excitation power, the temperature increases by an amount proportional to the ratio of the biexciton and exciton concentrations, and this amount becomes as high as ∼ 10 K.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The sample under study is a GaAs/Al 0.05 Ga 0.95 As heterostructure with two shallow tunneling-isolated QWs of widths d = 3 and 4 nm. The thickness of the Al 0.05 Ga 0.95 As barrier layer separating the QWs is 60 nm. Only states of the wider QW were excited and studied. The same sample was used in Ref. [40] , where the formation of trions as a result of the preferential capture of one species of carriers into the QWs under abovebarrier excitation was studied.
The sample is mounted in a He-vapor optical cryostat and excited by the radiation of a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser generating a periodic train of 2.5-ps-long pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The excitation laser beam is focused into a 10-to 20-µm spot on the sample surface using a 6-mm-focus micro-objective located in front of the sample surface so that the surface is near its focal plane. The PL is collected by the same micro-objective. The excitation beam was slightly misaligned with respect to the optical axis, which allows to block the direct reflection. The micro-objective is mounted on the sample holder inside the cryostat, which provides the good stability of the system against vibrations. The PL coming out from the cryostat is focused with a ∼ 100-mm-focus lens to form a magnified image of the PL spot on the slit of a spectrometer coupled to a Hamamatsu streak camera. The slits of the spectrometer and streak camera selected the central region of the PL spot with homogeneous intensity distribution. In all experiments except those described in Section (Fig. 2) , the excitation beam was linearly polarized and PL was registered in a perpendicular linear polarization. The spectral resolution is 0.2 − 0.5 meV. The temporal resolution is 5 − 20 ps, depending on the spectral resolution and the used time range.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The QW emission spectra for different times t after a resonant excitation pulse are presented in Fig. 1(a) . The spectra feature two lines separated by about 2 meV. The higher-energy line (Ex) is attributed to exciton emission. It persists in the spectra even for sufficiently high temperatures and low e-h densities. The lower-energy line (BiEx) is significantly reduced with respect to the exciton line as the e-h density decays with time ( Fig. 1(a) ). We attribute this low-energy line to biexciton emission. Indeed, generation of biexcitons is the most efficient for the resonant excitation [15, 16] . The spectrum is fitted with two Lorentzian peaks (lines in Fig. 1(a) ) to determine the intensities, widths, and spectral positions of the exciton and biexciton lines. The intensity of the BiEx line decays about two times faster than the intensity of the Ex line ( Fig. 1(b) ) as expected for biexcitons [17, 18] , and the biexciton nature of the BiEx line will be further confirmed throughout the paper.
Exciton recombination time
Here we determine the exciton recombination time (radiative decay time of low-momenta radiative excitons) by investigating the exciton dynamics with temporal resolution of about 5 ps for exciton-resonant linearly polarized excitation. Figure 2 (a) shows exciton intensity dynamics registered in polarization parallel ( , solid curves) and perpendicular (⊥, dashed curves) to the excitation polarization. Two decay components are clearly seen in the polarization kinetics, while the ⊥ polarization kinetics shows the slow component only. We interpret these observations as follows. A resonant excitation pulse creates a large population of low-k radiative excitons with wave vectors within the light-cone. Accordingly, the fast component is induced by the initial low-k exciton recombination and scattering towards the nonradiative reservoir, while the slow component corresponds to the decay of the reservoir exciton population. The contribution of a spin relaxation to the decay of the fast component is small [34] . Otherwise, the PL decay in polarization would be accompanied by the comparable PL rise in the ⊥ polarization, which is not seen in the experiment ( Fig. 2(a) ). The initial scattering of the low-k excitons to the nonradiative states corresponds to the increase of the mean exciton energy (temperature) either due to the absorption of phonons (the corresponding scattering rate is 1/τ phon ) or to the formation of biexcitons (the corresponding rate is 1/τ f ). Indeed, each biexciton formation event releases energy for the exciton system approximately equal to the biexciton binding energy. For the decay rate of the fast component neglecting the scattering back from the reservoir we can write 1/τ = 1/τ 0 + 1/τ phon + 1/τ f . As the excitation density P is increased, the rate of biexciton formation increases and τ should decrease, which we do observe in the experiment (black squares in Fig. 2(b) ). In the limit of P → 0 we have 1/τ = 1/τ 0 + 1/τ phon . Interestingly, for circularly polarized excitation, the fast component decay time for the co-polarized intensity is almost independent of P . This can be explained by the fact that biexciton formation is suppressed for circularly polarized exciton population since total biexciton spin equals zero [1, 41] .
An increase in the lattice temperature T latt should favor phonon absorption and lead to an increase in 1/τ phon , causing a decrease in τ . However, Fig. 2 (c) shows that τ is almost independent of T latt , indicating that τ phon ≫ τ . As we show in the following, interaction with phonons is characterized by times of ∼ 100 ps. Note also that at low P secondary emission can preserve laser-mediated coherence for a time comparable to τ 0 [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , which, of course, does not prevent exciton radiative decay at the rate 1/τ 0 . Finally, at small P , τ ≈ τ 0 and we get the exciton recombination time τ 0 ≈ 16 ± 2 ps. This result is consistent with the results of kinetic measurements of Ref. [23] (10 ps for a 4.5-nm QW) and Ref. [33] (20 ps for an 8-nm QW), with four-wave mixing studies of Ref. [34] (13 ps for a 25-nm QW) and theoretical calculations Ref. [35] (25 ps for a 10-nm QW).
Biexciton recombination time
Now we determine the biexciton recombination time (radiative lifetime) by investigating the exciton-biexciton dynamics with a temporal resolution of about 5 ps for biexciton-resonant linearly polarized excitation (Fig. 3) . Biexciton-resonant excitation implies the absorption of two photons leading to the creation of a biexciton having an energy of 2E x − E b . Thus, we used the excitation photon energy ω = E x − E b /2 detuned by ∆ = E laser − E x = −1 meV from the exciton resonance. Figure 3 shows, that for this excitation energy, the biexciton intensity greatly exceeds the exciton intensity at short times. Then, the biexciton intensity rapidly decays with a characteristic time τ 1 ≈ 35 ps. The decay of the biexciton intensity is accompanied by an increase in the exciton intensity, which starts to decrease at later times.
The simplest scenario explaining the experimental observations is the following. An excitation pulse creates biexciton population. In a process of biexciton radiative decay, one of the e-h pairs constituting a biexciton recombines to give a photon with energy E x − E b and leaves an exciton. Thus, the radiative decay of biexciton population is accompanied by the creation of the same amount of excitons. Subsequently excitons either decay radiatively or form secondary biexcitons giving much weaker emission at longer times, so the latter process can be neglected. According to this scenario the time-integrated biexciton intensity should be equal to the time-integrated exciton intensity. In the experiment, however, the total exciton intensity exceeds the total biexciton intensity by a about factor of r ≈ 3 for all considered excitation powers (see the inset in Fig. 3 , solid squares and circles, respectively). This fact indicates that excitons can be formed not only as a result of biexciton radiative decay, but also as a result of biexciton dissociation. Furthermore, the excitation pulse can create some initial exciton population which can be seen in Fig. 3 as a nonzero value of the exciton intensity corresponding to the maximal biexciton intensity. The inset in Fig. 3 demonstrates that both exciton and biexciton time-integrated intensities show almost identical power dependences, which at low P can be approximated by ∝ P 1.19 and ∝ P 1.12 , respectively, with the exponent about twice as large as that for the excitons upon exciton-resonant excitation (∝ P 0.54 , open squares in the inset, the sublinear dependence might be related to the fact that we do not register the emission in the direction of the direct reflection of the resonant beam which shows a large secondary emission intensity within a few picoseconds [26] ). These P -dependences confirm the fact that biexcitons are created by two-photon absorption process. Furthermore, the possible initial exciton population is also created by two-photon rather than by the standard one-photon absorption process. However, more likely all the excitons are created from decay or dissociation of biexcitons only, and the initial exciton population reflects the number of excitons created from biexcitons within our time resolution.
The dynamics of the exciton-biexciton system can be described by the following rate equations [17] :
where N x and N b are the exciton and biexciton concentrations, respectively; τ x , τ b , and τ d are the times of the whole exciton population radiative decay, biexciton recombination, and biexciton dissociation, respectively; the term F (N x ) describes biexciton formation from two excitons. In the description of the fast stage we disregard the formation of secondary biexcitons described by the last term in both equations. This process determines the biexciton intensity when quasiequilibrium between exciton and biexciton populations is established. This intensity is much smaller than the biexciton intensity at the considered fast stage for the same level of the exciton intensity (compare Figs. 1(b) and 3) . Equations (1) and (2) without the last term have the following solution: 
It is easy to show that the ratio of the total time-integrated exciton intensity to the total biexciton intensity is
and, correspondingly, the expression for biexciton recombination time is Interestingly, the biexciton recombination time τ b = 55 ps is larger than the exciton recombination time τ 0 = 16 ps. However, τ 0 and τ b have different physical meanings. The exciton recombination time determines the rate of radiative decay of only low-k radiative excitons, while the total exciton population, mainly consisting of nonradiative reservoir, decays at longer times τ x ∼ 400 ps, as it follows from the experiment (Fig. 1(b) ) at t 200 ps. On the other hand, biexciton radiative decay is allowed for any biexciton wave vector since it can be transmitted to the residual exciton. Thus, τ b determines the radiative decay of the whole biexciton population. The value τ b = 55 ps > τ 0 is compatible with theoretical results of Ref. [36] , where τ b was calculated for all biexciton momenta. On the other hand, calculations performed for biexcitons with almost zero momentum within the giant oscillator strength model [37] as well as four-wave mixing experiments, which also probe almost zero-momentum biexcitons, [34] give somewhat smaller biexciton recombination times: 20 and 11 ps, respectively. The obtained value of τ b = 55 ps is much smaller than the biexciton recombination time evaluated in Ref. [18] (330 ps) as the time of the biexciton intensity decay under intense nonresonant excitation in the assumption that the biexciton is the dominant species. As we will show later this assumption is not valid.
Exciton-biexciton thermodynamics
Now, let us consider the behavior on the time scale t > τ 0 , τ b . One can easily estimate that, contrary to the common belief [18] , the biexciton population is much smaller than the exciton one even for comparable exciton and biexciton intensities
/400 ∼ 0.1. Furthermore, taking into account the relatively slow change of the biexciton concentration dN b /dt ≈ 2N b /t x at the considered time scale (Fig. 1) , it follows from Eqs. (1) and (2) 
is the equilibrium biexciton concentration. Thus, the biexciton concentration is far from the equilibrium one due to the short radiative decay time of biexcitons compared to the biexciton formation/dissociation time. The biexciton population is driven by the excitons just like the nonequilibrium polariton population in a microcavity is driven by the exciton reservoir [42] .
It is instructive to estimate the absolute value of the exciton density N x . Poor knowledge of the QW absorption coefficient makes it difficult to determine N x directly from the excitation density. For our estimates, we used the exciton line blue-shift which is, according to Ref. [43] , δE ≈ 3E xb λ 2 2D N x (the detailed calculations of excitonexciton interaction are given in Refs. [44, 45] ), where E xb is the exciton binding energy and λ 2D is the twodimensional exciton Bohr radius defined as in Ref. [44] .
For excitation power P = 0.25 mW (Fig. 1) at the beginning of the kinetics δE ≈ 0.2 meV; taking E xb = 7 meV, λ 2D = 10 nm, we obtain N x ≈ 10 10 cm −2 . The biexciton density can be determined from the exciton density in two ways: (i) From the ratio of the biexciton and exciton intensities as it was described above:
For N x = 10 10 cm −2 and I b /I x = 0.4 at the beginning of the kinetics for P = 0.25 mW (Fig. 1 ) we obtain N b ≈ 0.6 × 10 9 cm −2 .
(ii) By calculating the equilibrium biexciton density N eq b corresponding to a given exciton density from the law of mass action [18] :
where m x ≈ 0.3 × 10 −27 g is the two dimensional exciton effective mass [46] , g x = 4 is the exciton spin degeneracy, and we put k B = 1. For N x = 10 10 cm −2 , T = 10 K we obtain N eq b ≈ 1.3 × 10 9 cm −2 . As mentioned above, due to the short biexciton lifetime, actual biexciton density
Good agreement between biexciton densities calculated in two different ways justifies our estimate for the exciton density.
Although the ratio of the total biexciton and exciton concentrations is far from equilibrium, both exciton and biexciton momentum distributions should be close to the thermal distribution characterized by the internal temperature T in general not equal to the lattice temperature T latt . This is true since the thermalization time determined by interparticle scattering at considered excitation densities is shorter than τ 0 and τ b [24, 25] (interparticle scattering time can be estimated from the homogeneous density-dependent broadening which is up to 1 meV in our experiments). Short thermalization time also excludes the effects related to the laser-mediated coherence which may be important only at low densities [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Furthermore, the estimated exciton density indicates that the exciton ensemble is nondegenerate at the considered temperatures and can be described by the classical Boltzmann distribution.
Internal temperature dynamics
Now, we will describe how the internal temperature T of the exciton-biexciton system can be determined from the decay time of the exciton population τ x , and discuss the dynamics of T .
The radiative decay rate of the whole exciton population is given by the following relation: N x /τ x = N rad /τ 0 , where N rad is the concentration of excitons in the radiative zone with wave vectors within the light cone k < ωn/c and spins ±1. This concentration can be evaluated as N rad ≈ δE r (1/2)f (0)D = δE r N x /2T , where we put the energy of the bottom of the exciton dispersion curve to zero, δE r = ( ωn/c) 80 µeV is the maximal energy of the radiative excitons, f (E) = (π 2 N x /2m x T ) exp(−E/T ) is the occupancy of exciton states given by the Boltzmann distribution, D = 2m x /π 2 is the exciton density of states per unit area, n ≈ 3.3 is the refractive index of the GaAs, and we used T ≫ δE r . Finally, for the radiative decay time of the whole exciton population we have
and we introduced phenomenological constant A = δE r /2τ 0 which will be determined in the experiment and related to the measured τ 0 . Figure 4 (a) shows the exciton PL kinetics at different lattice temperatures. At long times, the PL decay can be described by a monoexponential function and the decay time is equal τ x if we neglect biexciton formation. The dependence of τ x on T latt is shown in Fig. 4(b) . As expected, this dependence is linear τ x = (T latt + T rec )/A, however, there is nonzero offset suggesting that the internal exciton temperature is higher than lattice temperature by a constant value T rec ≈ 4 K. The origin of T rec will be discussed in the following. The experimental value A = 37 K/ns corresponds to the exciton recombination time τ 0 ≈ 13 ps in good agreement with measured value of 16 ps. The linear dependence of the exciton population decay time on temperature was also observed in previous experiments [Ref. [47] (A ≈ 20 K/ns for a 4-nm QW) and Ref. [48] (A ≈ 45 K/ns for a 4-nm QW)] and calculated theoretically [Ref. [35] (A ≈ 29 K/ns for a 10-nm QW)].
We have shown that the exciton internal temperature is proportional to the decay time of the exciton intensity (Eq. (8)). However, in the experiment the decay time can be defined unambiguously only at large times, when the intensity decay is exponential and the internal temperature almost reached its steady-state value. Now, we extract the internal temperature at any time T (t) from the dynamics of the exciton and biexciton intensities. The exciton intensity (defined as the number of particles emitted in the unit time)
This expression offers a method to determine the exciton temperature from the PL dynamics. In the case of monoexponential decay and when I b (t) ≪ I x (t), Eq. (9) is reduced to Eq. (8) .
To test the validity of this method, we perform experiments using excitations with different excess energies ∆ = E laser − E x with respect to the exciton resonance, which defines the initial exciton temperature. The excitation density is relatively low, so the biexciton recombination heating (see following) is small (for ∆ < 0 it is small at t τ b ). The exciton PL dynamics under excitation with different excess energies is shown in Fig. 5(a) . Figure 5(b) shows the exciton temperature dynamics determined according to Eq. (9) from the measured exciton and biexciton intensity dynamics. As expected, the temperature relaxes from the value determined by the excess energy and reaches the steady-state value T st = T latt + T rec at long times. The following qualitative criterion applies: the faster the intensity decrease, the lower the temperature and vice versa [compare curves in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) ]. Our method can be applied even for low exciton temperatures and concentrations, where the temperature can not be determined from the Boltzmann tail in the PL spectra, which originates either from the e-h plasma recombination [49] or from the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon replica of exciton recombination [50] . Now, we show that increase of the internal exciton temperature T by T rec [offset of the dependence in Fig. 4(b) ] is related to recombination heating [38] (evaporative optical heating [39] ), a process similar to evaporative cooling in atomic systems [8, 14] . The average exciton energy is T , but only excitons with low energies < δE r ≪ T recombine; as a result, the average exciton energy is increased.
Here, we disregard biexciton formation, which is insignificant at long times. To describe exciton recombination heating quantitatively, let us consider the evolution of the exciton system total energy per unit area N x T :
The total energy changes due to the radiative decay (first term, where E r /2 is the average energy of recombining excitons) and due to the emission/absorption of phonons (second term). The latter process tends to equalize the temperatures of the exciton system and the lattice, so in the first-order approximation, its rate is proportional to T − T latt . The proportionality coefficient κ characterizes the strength of the exciton-phonon interaction. Taking into account that dN x /dt = −N x /τ x = −AN x /T and δE r ≪ T , we obtain the solution of Eq. (10):
where T 0 is the initial temperature. Thus, the steadystate value of the exciton temperature achieved at t ≫ 1/κ
is higher than T latt by a constant T rec = A/κ, in agreement with the results in Figs. 4(b) and 5(b). The recombination heating temperature
is determined by the exciton recombination rate and exciton-phonon interaction constant. Interestingly, only interaction with the lattice prevents the temperature from rising infinitely. By fitting the temperature dynamics in Fig (exciton-phonon scattering time 1/κ ≈ 180 ps), and we can calculate the recombination heating temperature T rec = A/κ ≈ 37/5.4 ≈ 6.9 K which is in a reasonable agreement with the value T rec = 4 K determined from the data in Fig. 4(b) . Another process that, in addition to exciton recombination heating, contributes to the increase in the exciton temperature is the formation of biexcitons with their subsequent recombination. Indeed, each biexciton formation event with subsequent recombination releases energy E b for the exciton system, while the emitted photon has energy −E b . Thus, taking into account that N b ≪ N x , while intensities I b = N b /τ b and I x = N x /τ x might be comparable, one has to add a term E b N b /τ b to the righthand side of Eq. (10) . This term describes the energy increase due to biexciton recombination. As a result, the temperature dynamics is described by the equation
leading to
The last term determines the temperature increase due to biexciton recombination. To calculate this term, one should obtain the time dependence of N x and N b from Eqs.
(1) and (2) . However, the constants τ x , τ d and formation rate F (N x ) in these equations in turn depend on T . To get an approximate expression for the last term in Eq. (15), we put N x ∝ exp(−t/τ x ) and N b ∝ exp(−2t/τ x ) and disregard the dependence of τ x on T . Finally,
. (16) Thus, biexciton recombination can increase the internal temperature by as much as ∼ E b . Figure 6 (b) shows the exciton temperature dynamics for different powers of exciton-resonant excitation. The corresponding exciton and biexciton intensities are shown in Fig. 6(a) . For the lowest excitation power, the temperature monotonously increases to the steady-state value T st . On the other hand, for higher powers, when the biexciton intensity becomes comparable to the exciton intensity (Fig. 6(a) ), the temperature first increases above T st and then decreases to T st . This initial temperature rise results from biexciton recombination heating and is proportional to I b /I x . As the biexciton intensity becomes much lower than the exciton intensity, the temperature relaxes to T st . The dependences in Fig. 6 (b) are fitted with double-exponential functions in accordance with Eq. (16) with the temperature decay time set to τ x = 0.38 ns.
The described heating mechanisms cancel out the possibility of exciton BEC in the considered system even for resonant excitation. Indeed, the system temperature can not be lower than ∼ 4 K for a time longer than few tens of picoseconds even for T latt = 0. This already gives a BEC threshold density of at least N thr ∼ 2m x T rec /π ≈ 1.6 × 10 12 cm −2 which is of the same level as the exciton saturation density N sat ∼ 1/a 2 B ∼ 10 12 cm −2 . Furthermore, an increase in the exciton density leads to a proportional increase in the temperature due to biexciton recombination heating T b ∝ N b /N x ∝ N x . Experiment shows that even a moderate increase in N x , to the level when I b becomes comparable to I x , leads to an increase in T up to ∼ 10 K. This effect forbids exciton BEC even if one forgets about exciton saturation.
CONCLUSION
A consistent picture of exciton and biexciton recombination in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells has been developed. The exciton recombination time has been determined to be τ 0 = 16 ps, while the radiative decay time of the whole exciton population including largemomentum nonradiative part is τ x = T /(37 K/ns) ≫ τ 0 . The biexciton recombination time, which also characterizes the radiative decay of the whole biexciton population, has been determined to be τ b = 55 ps. As a result of τ b ≪ τ x , the biexciton concentration is significantly lower than one would expect in thermal equilibrium. It is also much lower than the exciton concentration, while the exciton and biexciton emission intensities can be comparable. Thus, the main role of the biexciton states in the thermodynamics of the whole system is that they provide an additional radiative channel for excitons.
A method of determining the temperature dynamics of the exciton system has been developed. It is based on the proportionality of the radiative decay time of the whole exciton population and temperature of the exciton system and also takes into account biexciton recombination channel. The method has been tested in experiments with different excess energies of the excitation photons which define the initial temperatures of the system.
The heating of the exciton system by exciton recombination has been analyzed theoretically and revealed in the experiment. This effect is analogous to evaporative cooling in atomic systems. An increase in the temperature due to recombination heating (∼ 4 K in the QWs under study) is proportional to the exciton recombination rate and inversely proportional to the rate of cooling by acoustic phonons.
If has been shown that biexciton formation and subsequent recombination also lead to an increase in the exciton temperature by an amount proportional to the ratio of the biexciton and exciton emission intensities. For comparable biexciton and exciton intensities, this increase can be as large as tens of Kelvins.
The revealed recombination heating effects imply new restrictions on the Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons. These restrictions cancel out BEC in many exciton systems even where the thermalization rate exceeds the radiative decay rate (like direct excitons in GaAs/AlGaAs QWs) and even for resonantly created cold exciton gas.
The main quantitative conclusions of the paper are summarized in Table I .
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